
 

Team's advance allows gene editing with
surgical precision
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Yale researchers report they have created a more precise and efficient
technology to edit the genomes of living organisms, an ability that is
transforming medicine and biotechnology. The new method, described
Nov. 16 in the journal Cell, eliminates some of the drawbacks of genome
editing technologies, which enables scientists to insert or eliminate genes
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within DNA.

"You can think of existing technology as a hacksaw and this method as a
scalpel that enables us to make precise genetic modifications with high
efficiency at multiple sites within the genome of a eukaryote," said
senior author Farren Isaacs, associate professor of molecular, cellular &
developmental biology at the Systems Biology Institute on Yale's West
Campus.

Existing gene editing technology, for example CRISPR/cas9, typically
breaks two strands of DNA when introducing genetic modifications.
Organisms mobilize in an effort to repair those breaks in DNA, which
can be lethal to cells. However, sometimes those breaks aren't fixed or
repairs create tiny DNA sequence errors that can alter the function.

"Breaking and creating errors in genes is not true editing," said Edward
Barbieri, a recent Ph.D. graduate from Yale and lead author of the study.

The Yale team engineered this DNA replication and repair function in
yeast so that new genetic information can be inserted without double
strand breaks across many different regions of the genome.

The new improved gene editing technique—eukaryotic multiplex
genome engineering (eMAGE)—can speed efforts to replace disease-
causing genes, identify and produce naturally-occurring antibiotics or
cancer fighting agents and spur creation of new industrial biotechnology
products, Isaacs says. The team's approach was used to generate nearly a
million combinatorial genetic variants to introduce precise genetic
changes across many genome sites, resulting in changes that re-tuned
gene expression and metabolism.

"We can create lots of combinations of mutations, which gives us an
unprecedented tool to identify driver mutations of disease and
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fundamentally re-program cellular behavior," Isaacs said. "Our sights are
set to further develop the technology and expand to multiceullar
organisms."
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